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Fiona and her friends are on the run from the ruthless witch-hunters, seeking refuge in the werewolf

city of Dogtown. But sadly for Fiona, no sanctuary awaits them there. Plagued by its inhabitants and

her own twisted past, Fiona is searching for one thing: a way out. Her only hope is to complete a

series of grueling tasks set forth by a gorgeousâ€”but terrifyingâ€”sea-demon. If she can fight her

way to survival, sheâ€™ll gain the chance to defeat the hunters. But if she fails, she faces an

eternity of torment that makes her current predicament seem like a walk in the park.The Memento

Mori Trilogy:Book 1: THE WITCHING ELMBook 2: A WITCH'S FEASTBook 3: WITCHES OF THE

DEEP
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This was the best part of the Memento Mori trilogy. Fiona really shone in this book, and seeing as

she was one of my favorite characters already, I was very happy with it. As in all of C. N Crawford's

books, the side characters involved were interesting and amusing, my personal favorite being

Cadonia, a peculiar loner living at the edge of Dogtown with her pet chipmunk .It's a lovely ending to



the trilogy, which gives a lot of insight to Crawford's new series, The Vampire's Mage.

Great end to the trilogy! This book was a roller coaster of note, switching between quite a number of

different characters and places, but it was well-written so instead of feeling confused, you felt the

thrill of feeling close to the action. There were some pretty interesting new things introduced and old

questions were also answered. All in all it was wrapped up nicely, with just enough said of all the

important characters to satisfy while still leaving some over to the imagination..

This book was just as good as the other two. It totally draws you into the story so that you feel like

you're right there with the characters through all of the ups and downs and twists and turns that the

book takes. Just when I thought I knew what they were up to, something would happen and I would

be pleasantly surprised! Excellent way to spend your spare time getting lost in the pages of this

latest adventure. I'm sad to see it end, but I definitely recommend this to anyone who wants a fun

read.

I liked the first book in the series, really liked book two, but I found book three just "meh."There is a

lot of action and at the end all the characters team up into neat little couples; I guess the authors

were going for a "Happily Ever After" neatly sewn-up finale. It just seems too facile and dull a way to

end such a page-turner of a trilogy.

Fiona and Her Friends are running and hiding from the Witch hunters in Dog town the Were Wolf

city.But sadly there is no sanctuary for them there. Because of Fiona's own twisted past. Her only

hope for away out is to complete a series of hard grueling tasks that are set by a gorgeous -Sea

Demon. If she completes them she can fight her way to survival if she fails she faces an eternity of

torment.

At first, I was a little taken with some references to what I thought were jabs at Christians, but after

reading the entire series I realized...hello!! It's just a book and a very well written one at that! It left

me hanging on every word. I loved the characters and the magical world they lived in, transporting

between realms. It was amazing! It's another trilogy I'd definitely read again.
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